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EdTechTeam Announces ‘AudioPlayer for Slides’
Chrome Extension
Until now, there has not been a convenient way to add music to enhance your
presentations. Today, we change that.
IRVINE, CA—EdTechTeam, a global network of educational technologists, is excited to announce its
newest Chrome extension, AudioPlayer for Slides. AudioPlayer for Slides seamlessly adds music to
presentations, making it easy to take lectures and presentations to the next level.
Teachers around the world have clamored for the ability to play audio files in Google Slides, but there
were no convenient ways to add music. EdTechTeam’s Director of Partnerships, Chris Craft, Ph.D.,
NBCT, first tried to address this by creating a Google Slides Add-On, which today, is the third most
installed Add-On, with over 85,000 users. However, there were significant limitations with Google Slides’
API functionality, so he created a better solution with the AudioPlayer for Slides Chrome extension.
“I am thrilled to release to you the newest EdTechTeam Chrome extension, AudioPlayer for Slides!” says
Craft. “The brand new AudioPlayer for Slides has been re-written from the ground up with ease and
speed-of-use as its primary goals.”
The AudioPlayer for Slides extension is a fast and easy-to-use solution, giving educators the power to
simply add the extension to their Chrome browsers today and start combining music with their Google
Slide presentations. It’s EdTechTeam’s mission to empower educators by helping them create new and
engaging lesson plans using the power of technology. AudioPlayer for Slides is yet another example of
how these creative solutions lend for dynamic and exciting learning.
Additional information on the AudioPlayer for Slides extension is available at www.audioforslides.com.
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About EdTechTeam:
EdTechTeam, a California Benefit Corporation, is a global network of educational technologists with a
mission is to improve the world's education systems using the best learning principles and technology
available to inspire and empower educators to design personalized learning experiences for students. As
an official Google for Education Professional Development Partner, EdTechTeam has delivered over 350
conference-style events and more than 500 smaller events to help educators realize the potential of
Google for Education and technology.

